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welcome to the proceedings of the 8th european conference on computer sion following a very successful eccv 2002 the response to our call for papers was almost equally strong 555 papers were
submitted we accepted 41 papers for oral and 149 papers for poster presentation several innovations were introduced into the review process first the n ber of program committee members was
increased to reduce their review load we managed to assign to program committee members no more than 12 papers second we adopted a paper ranking system program committee members were
asked to rank all the papers assigned to them even those that were reviewed by additional reviewers third we allowed authors to respond to the reviews consolidated in a discussion involving the area
chair and the reviewers fourth thereports thereviews andtheresponsesweremadeavailabletotheauthorsas well as to the program committee members our aim was to provide the authors with maximal
feedback and to let the program committee members know how authors reacted to their reviews and how their reviews were or were not re ected in the nal decision finally we reduced the length of
reviewed papers from 15 to 12 pages thepreparationofeccv2004wentsmoothlythankstothee ortsofthe ganizing committee the area chairs the program committee and the reviewers we are indebted to
anders heyden mads nielsen and henrik j nielsen for passing on eccv traditions and to dominique asselineau from enst tsi who kindly provided his gestrfia conference software we thank jan olof eklundh
and andrew zisserman for encouraging us to organize eccv 2004 in prague includes also minutes of the proceedings and report of the president and council for the year separately published 1965 66 as
its annual report vols for 1911 13 contain the proceedings of the helminothological society of washington issn 0018 0120 1st 15th meeting a childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer the
author soon discovered the prevalence of scams in the world of comics collecting this book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce risks drawing on skills learned from twenty years with the san
diego police department and as a comic con attendee since 1972 he covers in detail the history and culture of collecting comic books and describes the pitfalls including common deceptions of grading
and pricing as well as theft and mail and insurance fraud february issue includes appendix entitled directory of united states government periodicals and subscription publications september issue
includes list of depository libraries june and december issues include semiannual index comics have become important elements in the culture of the 20th century not only has the genre been recognized
as a medium and an art form in its own right it has also inspired other means of communication from text books to interactive media in 13 articles comics and culture offers an introduction to the field of
comics research written by scholars from europe and the usa the articles span a great variety of approaches including general discussions of the aesthetics and definition of comics comparisons of comics
with other media analyses of specific comics and genres and discussions of the cultural status of comics in society one way to characterize this book is to focus on the contributors recognized and
established research with important publications to their credit form one group donald ault thierry groensteen m thomas inge pascal lefvre and roger sabin another group is from the new generation of
researches represented by phd students hans christian christiansen interweaving history and theory this book unpacks the complexity of comics covering formal critical and institutional dimensions this
richly detailed 1981 biography captures both the personal life and the scientific career of isaac newton presenting a fully rounded picture of newton the man the scientist the philosopher the theologian
and the public figure professor westfall treats all aspects of newton s career but his account centres on a full description of newton s achievements in science thus the core of the work describes the
development of the calculus the experimentation that altered the direction of the science of optics and especially the investigations in celestial dynamics that led to the law of universal gravitation think
you know all about how your stuff impacts the environment think again where did all our stuff come from and where does it go when we re done with it kids find out by tracking the life cycles of typical
items in a school backpack water food clothing paper plastic metals and electronics though they all end as waste there are lots of decisions to be made along the way and kids will see that there s an
important constructive role they can play by making choices that are good for them and for the planet a cotton t shirt a plastic water bottle a cell phone kids will never look at their stuff the same way
again papers presented to j e littlewood on his 80th birthday issued as 3d ser v 14 a 1965 this study explores how the definition of the medium as well as its language readership genre conventions and
marketing and distribution strategies have kept comic books within the realm of popular culture since comics have been studied mostly in relation to mass media and its influence on society there is a
void in the analysis of the critical issues related to comics as a distinct genre and art form by focusing on comics as narratives and investigating their formal and structural aspects as well as the unique
reading process they demand this study presents a unique contribution to the current literature on comics and helps clarify concepts and definitions useful in studying the medium ph d dissertation
university of alberta 1995 revised with new preface bibliography and index considers how comics display our everyday stuff junk drawers bookshelves attics as a way into understanding how we
represent ourselves now for most of their history comics were widely understood as disposable you read them and discarded them and the pulp paper they were printed on decomposed over time today
comic books have been rebranded as graphic novels clothbound high gloss volumes that can be purchased in bookstores checked out of libraries and displayed proudly on bookshelves they are reviewed
by serious critics and studied in university classrooms a medium once considered trash has been transformed into a respectable if not elite genre while the american comics of the past were about
hyperbolic battles between good and evil most of today s graphic novels focus on everyday personal experiences contemporary culture is awash with stuff they give vivid expression to a culture
preoccupied with the processes of circulation and appraisal accumulation and possession by design comics encourage the reader to scan the landscape to pay attention to the physical objects that fill our
lives and constitute our familiar surroundings because comics take place in a completely fabricated world everything is there intentionally comics are stuff comics tell stories about stuff and they display
stuff when we use the phrase and stuff in everyday speech we often mean something vague something like etcetera in this book stuff refers not only to physical objects but also to the emotions
sentimental attachments and nostalgic longings that we express or hold at bay through our relationships with stuff in comics and stuff his first solo authored book in over a decade pioneering media
scholar henry jenkins moves through anthropology material culture literary criticism and art history to resituate comics in the cultural landscape through over one hundred full color illustrations using
close readings of contemporary graphic novels jenkins explores how comics depict stuff and exposes the central role that stuff plays in how we curate our identities sustain memory and make meaning
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comics and stuff presents an innovative new way of thinking about comics and graphic novels that will change how we think about our stuff and ourselves
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welcome to the proceedings of the 8th european conference on computer sion following a very successful eccv 2002 the response to our call for papers was almost equally strong 555 papers were
submitted we accepted 41 papers for oral and 149 papers for poster presentation several innovations were introduced into the review process first the n ber of program committee members was
increased to reduce their review load we managed to assign to program committee members no more than 12 papers second we adopted a paper ranking system program committee members were
asked to rank all the papers assigned to them even those that were reviewed by additional reviewers third we allowed authors to respond to the reviews consolidated in a discussion involving the area
chair and the reviewers fourth thereports thereviews andtheresponsesweremadeavailabletotheauthorsas well as to the program committee members our aim was to provide the authors with maximal
feedback and to let the program committee members know how authors reacted to their reviews and how their reviews were or were not re ected in the nal decision finally we reduced the length of
reviewed papers from 15 to 12 pages thepreparationofeccv2004wentsmoothlythankstothee ortsofthe ganizing committee the area chairs the program committee and the reviewers we are indebted to
anders heyden mads nielsen and henrik j nielsen for passing on eccv traditions and to dominique asselineau from enst tsi who kindly provided his gestrfia conference software we thank jan olof eklundh
and andrew zisserman for encouraging us to organize eccv 2004 in prague
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a childhood comic book fan turned comic book retailer the author soon discovered the prevalence of scams in the world of comics collecting this book is his tutorial on how to collect wisely and reduce
risks drawing on skills learned from twenty years with the san diego police department and as a comic con attendee since 1972 he covers in detail the history and culture of collecting comic books and
describes the pitfalls including common deceptions of grading and pricing as well as theft and mail and insurance fraud
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comics have become important elements in the culture of the 20th century not only has the genre been recognized as a medium and an art form in its own right it has also inspired other means of
communication from text books to interactive media in 13 articles comics and culture offers an introduction to the field of comics research written by scholars from europe and the usa the articles span a
great variety of approaches including general discussions of the aesthetics and definition of comics comparisons of comics with other media analyses of specific comics and genres and discussions of the
cultural status of comics in society one way to characterize this book is to focus on the contributors recognized and established research with important publications to their credit form one group donald
ault thierry groensteen m thomas inge pascal lefvre and roger sabin another group is from the new generation of researches represented by phd students hans christian christiansen
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interweaving history and theory this book unpacks the complexity of comics covering formal critical and institutional dimensions
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this richly detailed 1981 biography captures both the personal life and the scientific career of isaac newton presenting a fully rounded picture of newton the man the scientist the philosopher the
theologian and the public figure professor westfall treats all aspects of newton s career but his account centres on a full description of newton s achievements in science thus the core of the work
describes the development of the calculus the experimentation that altered the direction of the science of optics and especially the investigations in celestial dynamics that led to the law of universal
gravitation
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think you know all about how your stuff impacts the environment think again where did all our stuff come from and where does it go when we re done with it kids find out by tracking the life cycles of
typical items in a school backpack water food clothing paper plastic metals and electronics though they all end as waste there are lots of decisions to be made along the way and kids will see that there s
an important constructive role they can play by making choices that are good for them and for the planet a cotton t shirt a plastic water bottle a cell phone kids will never look at their stuff the same way
again
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this study explores how the definition of the medium as well as its language readership genre conventions and marketing and distribution strategies have kept comic books within the realm of popular
culture since comics have been studied mostly in relation to mass media and its influence on society there is a void in the analysis of the critical issues related to comics as a distinct genre and art form
by focusing on comics as narratives and investigating their formal and structural aspects as well as the unique reading process they demand this study presents a unique contribution to the current
literature on comics and helps clarify concepts and definitions useful in studying the medium ph d dissertation university of alberta 1995 revised with new preface bibliography and index
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considers how comics display our everyday stuff junk drawers bookshelves attics as a way into understanding how we represent ourselves now for most of their history comics were widely understood as
disposable you read them and discarded them and the pulp paper they were printed on decomposed over time today comic books have been rebranded as graphic novels clothbound high gloss volumes
that can be purchased in bookstores checked out of libraries and displayed proudly on bookshelves they are reviewed by serious critics and studied in university classrooms a medium once considered
trash has been transformed into a respectable if not elite genre while the american comics of the past were about hyperbolic battles between good and evil most of today s graphic novels focus on
everyday personal experiences contemporary culture is awash with stuff they give vivid expression to a culture preoccupied with the processes of circulation and appraisal accumulation and possession
by design comics encourage the reader to scan the landscape to pay attention to the physical objects that fill our lives and constitute our familiar surroundings because comics take place in a completely
fabricated world everything is there intentionally comics are stuff comics tell stories about stuff and they display stuff when we use the phrase and stuff in everyday speech we often mean something
vague something like etcetera in this book stuff refers not only to physical objects but also to the emotions sentimental attachments and nostalgic longings that we express or hold at bay through our
relationships with stuff in comics and stuff his first solo authored book in over a decade pioneering media scholar henry jenkins moves through anthropology material culture literary criticism and art
history to resituate comics in the cultural landscape through over one hundred full color illustrations using close readings of contemporary graphic novels jenkins explores how comics depict stuff and
exposes the central role that stuff plays in how we curate our identities sustain memory and make meaning comics and stuff presents an innovative new way of thinking about comics and graphic novels
that will change how we think about our stuff and ourselves
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